Plan to bury big polluters' carbon waste in SW a step closer
PETER WILLIAMS
:\ hold proposal to bury millions of
tonnes of industrial Carbon dioxide in
the South-West involving, some ol'ihe
State's bi;igeit polluter. is a step
closer to bee min, a realily.
has
The Federal
Government
short-listed the Collie South \\es1
iIuh concept along with three, others
in the race to create the nation's first
industrial-scale carbon capture and
Storage project'. The proposal aims to
store underground up to ?. 3 million
tonnes of CO_ from coal-fired p,nyer
stations and heavy industry somewhere on the coastal plain between Runhury and Mandurah.

The project involves the Departrnent of :Mines and Petroleum and the
companies Grill-in Energy. Verve
Energy, Ri IP Billiton \\orslev Alumina, \\eslarmers Premier Coal and

I he small (number (,I proposals to
be short-listed for this stage has raised
since flay, examining the region's hopes that the South West 111.11-1 could
Way,
geological potential to store carbon be green lit Iu,r development.
Prime Minister Kevin Rudd has
dioxide.
placed
great store on developing CCS
Federal Resources :Minister Martin
Ferguson will announce today the in Australia as part of the internationSouth West Ilub Will share in S1201 al elii,rt to cut greenhouse emissions.
His Government has budgeted tit
million worth of funding lilt prebillion to help develop the Ilagship
leasibility Work.
Mr Ferguson said it was chosen projects as part ol' the goal of the GK
I-cause of the potential l or storage powers to have at least 2(1 big develand proximity to the industrial cen- opments up and running around the
leorld bv_ 21)20.
tres of' Kwinana and Collie.
"The international
community
The other funded projects are
Queensland's LeroGen, the \Vandoan accepts coal and gas are fundamental
power plant near Brisbane and Car- sources of energy and that no serious
bonNet in Victoria's l.a 'h-, ihe Valley. response to climate change can Ignore
The Government has said its CCS the need to reduce emissions from 16SFlagships Program will help develop sil fuels," :Mr Ferguson said.
between two and four project'.
Perdaman Chemicalsand Ferliljsels.
\ 12-month study has been under

